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A (kn; n)k-de Bruijn Cycle is a cyclic k-ary sequence with the property that every 
k-ary n-tuple appears exactly once contiguously on the cycle. A (k r,k';m, n)k- 
de Bruijn Torus is a k-ary k r × k s toroidal array with the property that every k-ary 
m × n matrix appears exactly once contiguously on the torus. As is the case with de 
Bruijn cycles, the 2-dimensional version has many interesting applications, from 
coding and communications to pseudo-random arrays, spectral imaging, and robot 
self-location. J C. Cock proved the existence of such tori for all m, n, and k, and 
Chung, Diaconis, and Graham asked if it were possible that r = s and m = n for 
n even. Fan, Fan, Ma, and Siu showed this was possible for k = 2. Combining 
new techniques with old, we prove the result for k ~> 2 and show that actually 
much more is possible. The cases in 3 or more dimensions remain. © 1993 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
I .  INTRODUCTION 
A (kn; n)~-de Bruijn Cycle is a cyclic k-ary sequence with the property  
that  every k-ary n-tuple appears exactly once cont iguous ly  on the cycle. 
Such cycles, first discovered in 1894 by F lye-Sainte Mar ie  (see [5] ) ,  have 
found appl icat ions in the study of pseudo- random numbers ,  cryptography,  
non l inear  shift registers, and  coding theory, and  a vast l i terature exists (see 
[1, 6-11, 14, 18]). 
For  r, s> 0 a (k r, kS; m, n)k-de Bruijn torus is a k-ary (Ux  k ~) toro idal  
array with the property  that  every k-ary (m x n) matr ix  appears exactly 
once cont iguous ly  on the torus (see Fig. 1). In  addi t ion to the above we 
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FIG. 1. A (4, 4; 2, 2)z-de Bruijn torus. 
find interesting applications in robot self-location [19], pseudo-random 
arrays [18], and the design of mask configurations for spectrometers [,13]. 
(For an interesting variation on this theme see [,16].) Even cloth patterns 
have used these designs, long before their mathematical properties were 
discovered (see [,,12]). 
In [,3], J. C. Cock proves the following (see also [17] for the binary 
case). 
THEOREM 1.1. For all m, n, and k (except n = 2 i f  k even) there is a 
(k r, ks; m, n)k-de Bruijn torus with r = m and s = m(n - 1). 
On might also define (R, S; m, n)k-de Bruijn tori as R × S toroidal arrays 
with the same uniqueness property for m × n matrices, but our concern here 
will be with R and S both powers of k only. We will say more about this 
in Section 5. 
The reader may have noticed that the relations r + s = ran, U> m, and 
k s > n, are necessary for the existence of a (U, k'; m, n)-de Bruijn torus. (If 
k r= m, say, then the all O's matix is found m times.) The sufficiency of these 
relations seems to be a rather tricky problem, and we conjecture that, 
except possibly for very small values of m and n, the conditions r + s = mn, 
k r>m,  and kS>n are sufficient for all k. In [-2], Chung, Diaconis, and 
Graham ask whether it is possible that "square" tori exist for even n. That 
is, can it be that r = s and m = n? This question was resolved for the binary 
case by Fan, Fan, Ma, and Siu [,4], who proved 
THEOREM 1.2. There exists a (2 r, 2r; n, n)2-de Bruijn torus i f  and only i f  
n is even. 
Again, one should notice that r = n2/2, so either n is even or k is a perfect 
square. Our purpose here is to prove a bit more than was conjectured in 
[2]. 
THEOREM 1.3. (a) For k odd there is a (U, kr; n, n)k-de Bruijn torus i f  
and only i f  n is even or k is a perfect square, and 
(b) For k even and n >1 10, there is a (k r, kr; n, n)k-de Bru(in torus i f  
and only i f  n is even or k is a perfect square. 
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For part (b) we will actually show that such tori exist for even n >/4 and 
for square k and odd n/> 11. Though we believe they exist, we have not 
found de Bruijn tori (when k is even) for n = 3, 5, or 7 (see 1-15] for the 
case n = 2). However, when n = 9 we can construct examples if k is an even 
square divisible by 16. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3 
We will prove Theorem 1.3 by using induction on n. If we write 
A edBk(k r, kS;m, n) we will mean that the array A is a (U, k~;m,n) - 
de Bruijn torus. (Likewise, dB~(k"; n) is the set of all (k"; n)k-de Bruijn 
cycles.) If each column (resp. row) of A sums to 0 mod k we will say that 
A has property a (resp. z). Also, we say that A has property ~* if the 
columns A1,...,A k, satisfy t / .A, . - -0modk,  where the row vector q= 
(1, 2, ..., U), and property z* if its transpose A r has property a*. 
Fact 2.1. (a) For k odd there is an array A EdBk(k 2, k2; 2, 2) with 
property cr, and for k an odd perfect square there is an array 
A e dBk(k m, k~/2; 1, 1) with property o-. 
(b) For k even there is an array A ~ dBk(k 8, kS; 4, 4) with property a, 
and for k an even perfect square there is an array A ~ dBk(k 121/2, k121/2; 
11, 11) with property a. 
LEMMA 2.2. There is a function f such that if A ~ dBk(U, kS; m, n) has 
property a, then f (  A ) ~ dB)~(k r, kS+"; m + 1, n) and has property z. Further- 
more, if s> 1, n>~2, or k odd, then f (A )  has property z*, and if A has 
property a* then f (A )  has property ~r. 
Theorem 1.3 then follows from Fact2.1 and Lemma2.2 by repeated 
applications of Lemma 2.2, as following argument shows (see Fig. 2, where 
T is the transposition operator). 
If A e dBk(k "2/2, kn2/2; n, n) has property a then A 1 =f (A)  e dBk(k n2/2, 
k(,:+ 2n)/2; n + 1, n) has properties z and z*, A2 = A ~ ~ dBk(k ~"2 + 2,)/2, k n2/2; 
n,n+l )  has properties a and a*, and A3=f(A2)edBk(k  ~"2+2m/2, 
k(nz+2n+2)/2; n+l ,n+l )  has property or. Furthermore, A4=f(A3)~ 
dBk(k ("2+zn)/2, k(n+2)2/2; n + 2, n + 1) has properties z and z*, so A 5 =A4re 
dBg(k ~"+2)2/2, k(n2+2n)/2; n + 1, n+2)  has properties a and cr*. Finally, 
A6=f(As)~dBk(k("+2)2/Z,k("+2)2/2;n+2, n+2)  has property ~r. I 
Thus we always obtain "square" tori with the extra property ~. 
We continue to assume Lemma2.2 in order to handle Fact2.1 
Lemma 2.2 will be proved in the next section. 
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dBk(k n2/2, k"2/2; n,n) cr 
1' 
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Proof of Fact 2.1(a). We follow Cock's construction from Theorem 1.1 
to find A edBk(kZ, k2;2,2) for k odd, needing only to check for 
property ~. First, an example to illustrate the method. 
Let k = 3, a = (001121022) e dB3(32; 2), and b = (012345678) e dB9(91; 1 ). 
Let the first column of A be a r, the second be the first shifted cyclically by 
the first digit, 0 of b, the third be the second shifted cyclically by the second 
digit, 1, of b .... and the 9th be the 8th shifted cyclically by the 8th digit, 7, 
of b. Notice now that the first column is the 9th shifted cyclically by 8 
(see Fig. 3). 
The reason why this construction works is the way we encode a 2 x 2 
k-ary matrix B. For example, if we have B= (I o) then the 1st column of 
B is the 3rd pair listed in a r, and the second column is the 7th pair listed 
in a r. To get from the 3rd to the 7th pair so that they are next to each 
other, we shift by 4. Thus, B must be in columns 5 and 6 of A since the 
shift 4 is the 5th digit of b, as in Fig. 3. In this way we can find every 2 x 2 
k-ary matrix in A (see [3] for the actual proof of Theorem 1.1). 
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A = 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0  
0 0 1 2 2 1 2 2 1  
1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1  
1 1 2 0 0 2 0 0 2  
2 2 1 2 0 1 0 2 1  
1 1 0 2 1 0 1 2 0  
0 0 2 0 1 2 1 0 2  
2 2 2 0 2 2 2 0 2  
2 2 0 1 1 0 1 1 0  
FIG. 3. A E dB3(32, 32; 2, 2) with property a. 
Also, A has property a since each column is a de Bruijn cycle. Every 
digit of a (k"; n)-de Bruijn cycle is listed k"- 1 times, so the sum of all digits 
in the cycle is k"- lcka which is divisible by k if k is odd and n >~ 1. 
For k an odd square, any kl/Zxk ~/2 array A•dBk(k'/2, k'/2;1,1), 
provided each integer {0, 1 .... , k -1  } appears exactly once in the array. 
To obtain property a let the first column of A be - (x/k-1) /2, . . . ,  
0, ..., (~  - 1 )/2) T, add ~ to get the second column, x/~ more to get the 
third, and so on. | 
Proof of 2.1(b). In Section4 we will show how to find A•  
dBk(k2, k;3,1) and how to use A to obtain D•dBk(k4, k2;2,3) with 
properties a and o-*. Assuming this, we can now use a sequence o f f  func- 
tions and transpositions to obtain our result. To ease the eye notationally, 
we suppress k and write [r, s; m, n](~, fl) for some A • dBk(k r, kS; m, n) 
satisfying properties c~ and ft. Then we have 
[4, 2; 2, 3](a, a*) f~. [4, 5; 3, 3](a) f ,  [4, 8; 4, 3](z, z*) 
r [8, 4; 3, 4](a, a*) Y, [8, 8; 4,4](a). 
The details are left to the reader. 
As for k an even square and n odd, we refer the reader to Claim 2.3 
below to discover A • dBk(k 3/2, k'/2; 2, 1) with property o-. From there we 
have 
{3,1;2,1} s ,  {3,3;3,1} r {3,3;1,3} I {3,9;2,3} 
r {9,3;3,2} s {9,7;4,2} r ,  {7,9;2,4} 
Y, {7,17;3,4} Y, {7, 25; 4, 4} r {25, 7; 4, 4} 
f ,  {25,15;5,4} r {15,25;4,5} f ,  {15,35;5,5} 
f ,  {15, 45; 6, 5}~ {45, 15; 5, 6} Y, {45, 27; 6, 6} 
r {27, 45; 6, 6} f ,  {27, 57; 7, 6} 
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Y, {27, 69; 8, 6} r {69, 27; 6, 8} 
Y, {69,43;7,8} f ,  {69, 59; 8, 8}--5-~ r {59,69;8,8} 
Y, {59, 85; 9,8} f ,  {59,101;10,8} 
r {101,59;8,10} Y, {101,79;9,10} 
f ,  {101, 99; 10, 10} r.~ {99, 101; 10, 10} 
f ,  {99, 121;11,10} r {121, 99;10,11} 
f , {121, 121; 11, 11}, 
where {r,s;m,n} denotes [r/2, s/2;m,n]. It is easily 
[3, 1; 2, 1](cr) implies [121/2, 121/2; 11, l l](a). 
checked that 
CLAIM 2.3. There is an array A ~ dBk(k 3/2, kl/2; 2, 1) with property a. 
Proof. Here we merely point the reader in the right direction. The 
details are not difficult. 
We observe that each of the columns of such an array may be thought 
of as segments of a sequence from dBk(k2; 2), each segment having length 
k 3/2. The de Bruijn graph (see [1]) in this case has all singleton elements 
as vertices and all ordered pairs as directed edges. In other words, it is the 
complete graph Kk with every edge replaced by two directed edges, one 
going each way, and with a loop added at each vertex. An Eulerian sub- 
graph with k 3/2 edges corresponds to a column of A, and a decomposition 
into k 1/2 such subgraphs then produces A. 
To guarantee property ~r, we need that each subgraph G; has 
~jE V(Gi) J degi (j) = 0 rood k where degi(j) is the number of edges entering 
vertex j in Gi. We can accomplish this easily if we ensure that, for every i, 
di (k- j )=di ( j )  for each 1 <~j<k/2 and di(k/2) is even. This can be done 
in a myriad of ways; let the reader find his or her favorite. | 
In [15] Ivfinyi and Toth construct AedBk(k2, k2;2,2) for even k. 
However, we can show that property a holds (crucial to induction) only 
when 4 divides k. Also, although there is an A ~ dBk(k 1/2, k~/2; 1, 1) for even 
square k, it cannot have property a, crucial to the induction process. 
Indeed the sum ~.kil'2~li=(k~2)=(kl/2/2)(kl/2--l), which k does not 
divide, and so column sum is not divisible by k. 
3. PROOF or LEMMA 2.2 
Our function f is a generalization of the construction used in [4]. Of 
course, there are more considerations in the k-ary case. Also, the reader 
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will soon observe that f is really a multivalued function. That is, f (A )  
depends on the choice of a (kn; n)k-de Bruijn cycle, and we obtain a 
different array for each choice. 
Let 0 be the sequence of k s O's, C=ClC2"' 'Ck, be any sequence in 
dBk(kn; n) which begins with n O's, and e' be c with its first 0 removed. 
Finally, let Cl . . . . .  Ck,=C' and u=0elc2...ek~. Then u has length 
t = k s + k ' (k  ~ - 1) = k s + ~ and has the following convenient property. 
Let u=ul - . .u ,  and u i=u~- . .u i+,_ l .  Then for each 1 <<.i<~k s the set of 
n-tuples {U,U~+ks, Ui+zk,, .... U~+(k,-1)k,} are distinct (index addition 
modulo t). This is so because the starting points ui, u;+e, ..., u,-+(k,_l)e, 
are distinct with respect o e. That is, u~u;+ k , "  u i+ (k, 1) kS = 0Cj C}+ k'' '" 
C~+.(k°--2)k~ for somej  (indices of u are modulo t, of e' are modulo k" -1 ) ,  
and since k ~ and k n -  1 (the length of e') are relatively prime, no index of 
c is repeated. 
Next let A edBk(U,  kS ;m,n)  have rows al,...,ak~, and A' be the 
(Uxk  s+~) array given by A repeated horizontally k" times and having 
rows a], . . . ,a~, We now define F=f (A)  as the (Uxk  ~+") matrix 
having rows fl . . . . .  f k  ~ satisfying fl = u, f2 = fl + a~, f3 = f2 + a[, . . . ,  fk  r : 
fk~- 1 + a~_ 1. Notice that if A has property a then fl = fk' + a~. Further- 
more, 
k r k r k r 
f i=U(u)+ ~ (U- - i )  a ;=- -~ ia; modk, 
i=1 i=1 i=1 
so that if A has property a* then F has property a. 
To show that Fe  dBk(U, k~+'; m + 1, n) we follow an argument similar 
to that of the proof of Fact 2.1(a). Given a k-ary (m + l) x n matrix B with 
rows B 1, ..., Bm + 1, define the k-ary m x n matrix C to have rows C1, ..., Cm 
so that Bi+Ci=Bi+I  for l<~i<~m. Then C is found uniquely in A, 
periodically in A'. 
Suppose C is found in rows ( j+  l) through ( j+m)  (addition mod k r) 
and columns i through ( i+n-1)  (addition mod k s) of A. Let Ac be the 
j x n subarray of A consisting of its first j rows restricted to columns i
through ( i+n-  1) and let its column sum be the vector ac of length n. 
Finally, let Bo = B1 - ac. Then Bo is a k-ary n-tuple, found uniquely among 
u~, U~+k~, ..., U~+(k,--l)ks, say Bo=ui+~k,. Thus B is found in rows ( j+  l) 
through ( j+m+l)  and columns ( i+~k ~) through ( i+~kS+n - l) of F, 
implying F e dBk( k~ + ~; m + l, n). 
To show that F has property z, we observe that 
f i=  u + a'l + - a' "" - ] -  i - - l "  
u consists of k s copies of c, so the sum of its digits is 0 rood k if s >~ 1. If 
s< 1 then c has sum (k)kn-1  so u has sum kS( k )k  n - l ,  which is 0modk 
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whether k is even or odd. As for the sum of the digits of a j, it is simply k ~ 
times the sum of the digits of row aj of A, and so F does indeed have 
property ~. 
To verify property v* we must show that t lks+o.f i -=0modk, where 
rl~ = (1, 2 ..... x). Since r/k~+, - a~ = k"(tlhs, a~) = 0 mod k for all i, we have 
~/k~-,, "fi - t/ks+, "u mod k 
k s k n -  1 
-E /E  
i= l  j -0  
k s k n 1 
=EiEc j  
i= i  j=0  
(by the "convenient property")  
modk  if s~>l ( . )  
_=0 modk if s> l ,  n/> 2, or k odd. 
For  the last remaining case of k odd, n= 1, and s~< 1 (notice s~> 1 in (*) 
above), one can show that for e=0,  1, . . . , k -  1 we have r/~ .... . f i=0modk.  
We need this last case in the top line of Figure 2. | 
4. D e dBk(k 4, k2; 2, 3) WITH PROPERTIES O" AND (7* 
It is interesting in its own right to consider the existence of what we call 
equivalence class de Bruijn cycles (and their higher-dimensional nalogs). 
Let Jx be the all- l 's sequence of length x and let u and v be two k-ary 
rn-tuples. We say they are equivalent if v - u rood k is a multiple of Jm. For 
example, (0142) and (3420) are equivalent with m = 4 and k = 5. A cyclic 
sequence a is a k-ary equivalence-class de Bruijn cycle of order m, written 
a ~ dB~(k m, m), if each equivalence class of k-ary m-tuples is represented 
exactly once as a contiguous rn-tuple of a. The existence of such an a 
follows immediately from the existence of e e dBk(k m- 1; m - 1 ). Indeed, let 
e=c l . . . c~ 1 and define for any a le{0 ,1  .... , k - l} ,  a=al...a~m-~ by 
the relations a2=al +cl  .... ,akm-~=ak~-~-~ +ckm ~ 1, addition being 
XT, kin- l modulo k. Of course, al=ak,,+Ckm since ~i=1 e i -=0modk,  and so 
equivalence-class de Bruijn cycles do exist (see Fig. 4). 
0 0 0 1 2 2 1 2 1  
1 1 1 2 0 0 2 0 2  
2 2 2 0 1 1 0 1 0  
FiG. 4. Eachrowisanc lemento f~(33;3)  generatedbyOOl lO2122edB3(32;2) .  
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By choice of al we can obtain k different cycles a. For 1 ~< i ~ k, let a(i) 
be that obtained from al = i. If we define the (km-l× k) array A as having 
columns a(0) T, ..., a (k -1 )  r, then clearly A6dBk(k  m-l,  k;m, 1). For our 
purposes we have m = 3. 
Given any sequence v v I .--v, let ; -  = v v i+ l ' . .V ,V l . . .v i  be its cyclic shift 
by i digits. Let e = Cl ... Ck2 ~ dBk(k2; 2) and define the (k 2 x k 2) array Dj to 
have columns a(cl) r, aJ(c2)r,..., aJ(k2-1)(Ck2) T, where j=0,  1,..., (k2-1)  
and shift arithmetic is carried out modulo k 2. Finally define the (k2× k 4) 
array D by juxtaposing the arrays DoD 1 ...Dk: ,. We now need to show 
that D~dBk(k 2, k4; 3, 2) and has properties z and z* so that actually 
Dr~dBk(k  4, k2; 2, 3), having cr and a*. 
Suppose M is the k-ary 3 x 2 matrix (m~l~ m21 m31)T Then m22 m32 z - mllm21m31 
appears uniquely in a(x~) and m~2m22m32 appears uniquely in a(x2) for 
some xi and x2. Also, xlx2 appears uniquely in c. Suppose ail(Xl) begins 
with m11m21m31, a i2 (x2)  begins with m12m22m32 , and x~, x2 are the tth and 
(t + 1)st elements of e. If j=  i 2 - -  i 1 then we find M in the tth and (t + 1)st 
columns of Dj. Thus D ~ dBk(k 2, k4; 3, 2). 
To verify property z we consider only the first row of D, as the argument 
for other rows is identical. Suppose the last row of D is d~ d2".  dk4. Then 
(with mod k 4 subscripts for d and mod k 2 subscripts for a and c) we have 
k 4 k 2 - 1 k 2 -- 1 
Edi=E E dk2i+h+l 
i=1  h=0 i=0 
k2-1  k2 - -1  
= E E aih(Ch+l) 
h=O i=0 
k2_ l  k2 - -1  
= E Z aih(O) 
h=O i~O 
mod k 
( s ince  aih(Ch + 1) ----- aih(O) + Ch + 1) 
k 2 -  1 
= E E E 
glk 2 hs. t .  i=0  
gcd(h,  k 2) = g 
k2/g 
-- E E E gagj(O) 
glk 2 hs.t .  j= l  
god(h, k 2) = g 
k2/g 
= ~ gn(g) 2 a~j(O) 
glk 2 j= 1 
mod k (1) 
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(where n(g) = the number of integers h s.t. gcd(h, k 2) = g) 
k2/g 
= ~ g(~(k2/g) 2 agj(O) 
gIk 2 j=  I 
(where ~b is Euler's totient function) 
= 0 mod k 
since gq~(k2/g) =- 0 mod k for all g l k2. 
If we make similar calculations with ~4= 1 idi we discover that property 
r* holds as well. In fact, Eq. (l) becomes 
k 4 k2/g 
idi-~ ~ ~ h 2 gagj(O) modk. (1') 
i= 1 g lk  2 h s.t. j=  1 
god(h,  k 2) ~ g 
But 
~ h =- k2/2 
gJk 2 h s.t. 
gcd(h,  k 2) = g 
mod k 
since both h and (k 2 -  h) have gcd g with k 2 (remember that k is even). 
Thus, we find 
k 4 
idi=-O modk. | 
i=1  
One should observe that the analogous construction using A e 
dBk(k m 1, k; m, 1) yields D ~ dBk(k m- 1, k m + 1; m, 2) with ~ and r*. 
5. REMARKS 
Conjecture 5.1. If k, m, n, r, s satisfy 
(i) kr>m, 
(ii) k ~>n,and  
(iii) r+s=mn 
then there is an array A ~ dBk(k r, k'; m, n). 
We have already remarked on the necessity of the three conditions. The 
flexibility of the function f, iterated and combined with transpositions in
similar fashion to our induction step, lends credence to this conjecture (as 
do constructions like dBk(k 4, k2; 2, 3)), at least for large values of m and n. 
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Other functions like f would of course be of great use. The techniques of 
Section 4 might also be of service here and in Question 2 below. 
We can also define an (R, S; m, n)k-de Bruijn torus A having dimensions 
R × S rather than simply U × k s. When k is a power of a prime p then the 
sidelengths must be powers of p, but in other cases this need not be. Of 
course we need that R > m, S > n, and RS = k ~,  and we are in no position 
to conjecture that these conditions are also sufficient, as they may very well 
not be. However, we ask 
Question 5.2. Does there exist an array A ~ dBpq(p mn, qmn; m, n)? 
Try (!) for example k =pq = 6. It seems we most definitely need a new 
f-type function since we may not have property a to use f and we may not 
obtain property ~ once we do. 
In d dimensions we can do the following. Let R=(k  r~ .... , k  r~) and 
n=(n l , . . . ,nd)  with kr i>ni  and Zr~=I ln i .  We call a d-dimensional 
toroidal k-ary block A an (R; n)k-de Bruijn d-torus if A has dimensions 
k rl x ... x k rd and every k-ary nl x -.. ×nd block B appears exactly once 
contiguously in the d-dimensional torus, and write A ~ dB~(R; n). 
The methods of Cock [3] can be used in d dimensions to obtain 
THEOREM 5.3. For all k, d, and n there is an R such that there is an 
(R; n)k-de Bruijn d-torus, with the exception that ni = 2for  at most one index 
i when k is even. 
Conjecture 5.4. If k, ra, ..., ru, nl ..... nu satisfy 
(i) kr'>n~ for all 1 <~i<~d, and 
(ii) r l+ . ' .+rd=nl - ' -nd  
then there is an A ~ dBd(R; n). 
In particular, we believe this is true for nl . . . . .  nd=n and 
rl . . . . .  rd= nd/d, i.e., de Bruijn "d-cubes." In dimension 2 we saw that 
this required either n to be even or k a perfect square when n is odd. More 
generally, if d = Hp ql we require either (//pi)[n or k is a perfect p~th power 
for all p; ~ n (for example, d= I0, n -- 8, and k = 32). We see in dimension 3
that our main difficulty again lies in finding other f-type functions. By using 
transpositions in dimension 2 we were able to sequentially move from 
(n2/2, n2/2) to ((n+2)2/2, (n+2)2/2). So far this has not worked for 
(n3/3, n3/3, n3/3). It should also be mentioned that we can ask these 
questions for general R = (R1, ..., Ra), where each R~ is not necessarily a
power of k. 
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Conjecture 5.5. d-dimensional equivalence-class tori exist. That is, for 
all k,d, and n (except k=d=n1=n2=2) there is an R and an 
A~dBk(R;n ) such that every equivalence class of k-ary (n I ×- . -×nd)  
blocks is represented uniquely in A. 
We mention this conjecture since the 2-dimensional case may very well 
help us find "3-cubes." 
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